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Toddlers will have fun with this book at bath time. Each foam-padded page is constructed of sturdy,

floatable vinyl, and shows a picture of a friendly animal. When kids dunk these books into the bath

water they get a big surprise. A smiling octopus who turns blue and a curious looking sea horse who

turns green are just two of the many sea creatures who change color in this book. When the pages

dry out, the animals return to their original white. The book is packaged in a transparent plastic bag

with a hanger card.
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This is really fun to see the colors appear but it can only be done once a day if you make sure to

stand up the book and fan out the pages so each page dries individually. If it don't at the end of

bathtime, the water will get trapped in between pages and not dry, making the page not reset back

to white and you won't be able to make the color appear the next time you use it. It makes for a

disappointing bath book when your kid looks expectantly at the book, wondering why nothing is

happening because everything is already colored in.

I was looking for unique unusual Bath toys for our 2.5 y.o. twins. Yes, we have all the usual stuff -

ducks, balls, buckets - but kids get bored with those fast.I got superexcited when I found these

books from Magic Bath Books, that I got all 4:-Â Found You, Magic Fish! (Magic Bath

Books)-Â Who's Playing Outdoors? (Magic Bath Books)-Â Who's Playing on the Farm? (Magic Bath



Books)-Â Wake Up, Magic Duck! (Magic Bath Books)PROs:- WATER. Seriously, have and play with

books in the water! How cool is that! Kids who love books will truly appreciate it.- COLOR. Of course

it's fun that these change color, although it would've been cooler if the change was a bit more

obvious/visible- PRICE. Great price under $6 each!- STORY TELLING. Whether you read what

inside the book OR make up the story, it's fun for kids! "The cow goes moooo.. " etc!CONs:-

DRYING. Yes. Please dry each thoroughly - stand it open so all pages dry out simultaneously. The

color will change back to original only if dried properly.MORE. I wish there were more books in this

series - colors, shapes, numbers, alphabet, farm, ocean - just few ideas to puzzle on. Make it

educational even in the water!DESIGN. Just my personal taste, I am not crazy about the drawings. I

would prefer another artist. Not bad, just not my favorite.Still 5 stars, as there is nothing similar on

the market. And I think it's a MUST HAVE for Water fun!

This was cool, but i think I was more fascinated than my son lol. IF you are careful and wet one

page at a time, it's fun, but most of the time, the kids dump it in the water and all of them just change

color immedately.

this book is cute and short, one line per page, perfect for my 1 year old. she likes it a lot. we keep it

in the shower and it doesn't really dry out between uses however (it has to dry out for the color

changing effect to "work" again - when it gets wet). also, my daughter really doesn't pay much

attention to the color changing effect.we like it though :)

Great book. My 19 month old and 3 yr old love them. Would buy more. Each page has an animal

that changes from white to a different color when water (any temp.) touches it.

My friend's son just turned one and I decided to go ahead and give him bath themed items so I got

him this book as well as another bath toy set. I think that this book is adorable is durable the

material is perfect obviously for being used in the water it's not going to be ruined by the water. It's a

simple book with nice pictures that are bright and I think he's going to really enjoy it.

My 19 month old doesn't really notice or else doesn't care that the color changes, though he's

entertained by the pictures in the book for a little while. Maybe that aspect will be more interesting to

him when he gets older. It dries in 15-20 minutes so I don't know what the complaint by some that

state it remains wet from one bath to the next is about. just prop it up with the few pages left open in



between and in a short time they're all back to white and ready to change color again with water. I

think i have more fun with it than my kid but he's only 19 months and might not realize the colors are

changing or else not really care about that I don't know!

These books are adorable and so much fun for baby in the bath. They are soft and easy to clean.

You do have to prop them open to dry or wipe them off with a dry towel. The only issue is that they

don't dry nearly fast enough, which is only an annoyance because we like the book so much.
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